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Report Overview
THE HOUSE IN PERSPECTIVE
This is a fairly well built, single family, detached home, built in 2009 (09 years old) that has been somewhat maintained. As
with all homes, ongoing maintenance is required and improvements to the systems of the home will be needed over time.
The improvements that are recommended in this report are not considered unusual for a home of this age and location.
Please remember that there is no such thing as a perfect home.

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS REPORT
For your convenience, the following conventions have been used in this report.
Major Concern: a system or component which is considered significantly deficient or is unsafe. Significant
deficiencies need to be corrected and, except for some safety items, are likely to involve significant expense.
Safety Issue: denotes a condition that is unsafe and in need of prompt attention.
Repair: denotes a system or component which is missing or which needs corrective action to assure proper and
reliable function.
Improve: denotes improvements which are recommended but not required.
Monitor: denotes a system or component needing further investigation and/or monitoring in order to determine
if repairs are necessary.
Deferred Cost: denotes items that have reached or are reaching their normal life expectancy or show indications
that they may require repair or replacement anytime during the next five (5) years.
Please note: Those observations listed under “Discretionary Improvements” are not essential repairs, but represent logical
long term improvements you may wish to consider.
Please Note: The service recommendations that we make in this report should be completed well before the ‘Condition Day’
by certified and licensed specialists, who may well identify additional defects or recommend some upgrades that could affect
your evaluation of the property.


Photographs included within this report typify a sample of the discussed component(s) and are for visual reference only.
They DO NOT represent all reported defects.



For the purpose of this report, it is assumed that the house faces east.

THE SCOPE OF THE INSPECTION
All components designated for inspection in the Canadian Association of Home and Property Inspectors, Inc. (CAHPI)
Standards of Practice are inspected, except as may be noted in the “Limitations of Inspection” sections within this report.
It is the goal of the inspection to put a home buyer or seller in a better position to make a buying decision. Not all
improvements will be identified during this inspection. Unexpected repairs should still be anticipated. The inspection should
not be considered a guarantee or warranty of any kind. Cost estimates will vary; it is recommended that two or more
estimates be obtained. No warranties or guarantees of any kind are made by Diamond Home Inspection for the accuracy or
use of information contained in regards to cost estimates either verbal or written
The purpose of this inspection is to increase the CLIENT’S knowledge of the inspected property and to identify major defects
of adverse conditions that could warrant a specialist evaluation.
This inspection does not constitute a TECHNICALLY EXHAUSTIVE INSPECTION. This inspection is visual only. A
representative sample of building components are viewed in areas that are accessible at the time of the inspection. No
destructive testing or dismantling of building components is performed.
Please refer to the pre-inspection contract for a full explanation of the scope of the inspection.
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Wet weather conditions prevailed at the time of the inspection.
The estimated outside temperature was 12 degrees C.
Weather conditions leading up to the inspection have been relatively dry.
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Structure
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
Foundation:
Columns:
Floor Structure:
Wall Structure:
Ceiling Structure:
Roof Structure:

Poured Concrete Basement Configuration 90% Of Exterior Foundation Was
Not Visible 100% Of Interior Foundation Was Not Visible
Steel
Engineered Joist
Wood Frame
Joist
Trusses OSB Sheathing

STRUCTURE OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
The construction of the house is of good quality with typical liberties taken with good building practice and with the quality
of materials employed. The inspection did not disclose significant deficiencies in the structure.
The inspection did not discover evidence of substantial structural movement.
General Comments
Typical minor flaws were detected in the structural components of the building.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Floors
 Major Concern: The bottom of the stairs do not land fully on the floors below and are therefore only supported by the
‘toe’ of the stair stringer and not the heel. Regardless of whether the landings are too small, or the stairs were built too
short, support should be improved to avoid a crack along the grain that would allow the stringer to fail.

If all the weight is on
the toe, cracks along
the grain are a
problem

Heel
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Roof
 Major Concern, Repair: At least two trusses in the roof structure are cracked. Consult the truss manufacturer of
qualified engineer to determine what is the correct repair for these members as the repairs in place now do not match best
practice. This repair should be completed within 1 year, best done before another year of snow load. It is important that
this is done properly, it would be wise to hire a professional.

LIMITATIONS OF STRUCTURE INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 Structural components concealed behind finished surfaces could not be inspected.
 Only a representative sampling of visible structural components was inspected.
 Furniture and/or storage restricted access to some structural components.
 Engineering or architectural services such as calculation of structural capacities, adequacy, or integrity are not part of a
home inspection.
 No access was gained to the garage attic.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Roofing
DESCRIPTION OF ROOFING
Roof Covering:
Roof Flashings:
Chimneys:
Roof Drainage System:
Method of Inspection:

Asphalt Shingle
Metal Plastic Rubber
None
Metal Downspouts discharge above grade
Viewed From Ladder at Eave at Rear Valley Edge Viewed From Ground

ROOFING OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
The roof coverings appear to be in generally good condition for the age.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Sloped Roofing
 Improve: The roofing material is in good condition. However the installation workmanship or conditions at the time
resulted in a lack of sealing between rows of shingles. Some nails were not driven flat, and/or dirt blew in under the
shingle before they could seal to the shingles below. This sealing is integral to maintaining a water tight roof and to
preventing wind uplift of shingles. To ensure maximum effective life of the shingles, "manual tabbing" is recommended.
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Monitor: The valley shingling does not meet best practices. The Alberta Roofing Contractors Assoc now requires open
metal valleys for laminated shingles (2010). This roof has shingles placed parallel to the valley center, and the regular
shingles overlap these shingles (rather than cutting each individual shingle to the correct shape). It is the overlaps that
cause problems as the laminated shingles do not bend and seal properly. Monitor the valleys to be sure that shingles are
properly sealed.

Shingles are multi layered and not
well sealed to one another

Gutters & Downspouts
 Improve: Downspout(s) that discharge onto the roof should be extended to discharge directly into the gutters below.
This condition, if left unattended, can result in substantially premature deterioration of the roofing under the end of the
downspout. (Manufacturer's White Paper on Downspouts)
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Repair: The downspout(s) should discharge water at least five (5) feet from the building. Storm water should be
encouraged to flow away from the building at the point of discharge.

The following is some information about rainfall and homes in Alberta
 Annually the province receives about 335 millimeters (13”) of rain from May to October. On a typical 40’ x 110’
lot, this will be about 145,112 liters of water.
 6 millimeters of rain (1/4”) on the 40’ x 110’ lot will produce about 2,600 liters of water
 335 millimeters (13”) of rain on a roof of a 2000 square foot home would produce more than 65,960 liters of water
which must be directed away from the foundation of the home.
 6 millimeters (1/4”) of rain on the same roof would produce 1,180 liters of water that must be directed away from
the foundation of the home.
 All this is in addition to any snow melt, or lawn and garden watering that occurs.

LIMITATIONS OF ROOFING INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 Not all of the underside of the roof sheathing is inspected for evidence of leaks.
 Evidence of prior leaks may be disguised by interior finishes.
 Estimates of remaining roof life are approximations only and do not preclude the possibility of leakage. Leakage can
develop at any time and may depend on rain intensity, wind direction, ice buildup, and other factors.
 Antennae, chimney/flue interiors which are not readily accessible are not inspected and could require repair.
 Roof inspection may be limited by access, condition, weather, or other safety concerns.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Exterior
DESCRIPTION OF EXTERIOR
Wall Covering:
Eaves, Soffits, And Fascias:
Exterior Doors:
Window/Door Frames and Trim:
Entry Driveways:
Entry Walkways And Front Step:
Decks, Steps, Railings:
Overhead Garage Door(s):
Surface Drainage:
Fencing:

Vinyl Siding Synthetic Stone
Aluminum
Metal
Vinyl Wood Trim
Concrete
Concrete
Wood
Metal Door Insulated Automatic Opener Installed
Graded Toward And Away From House
Wood

EXTERIOR OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
The exterior of the home shows normal wear and tear for a home of this age. The exterior siding that has been installed on
the house is relatively low maintenance. Window frames are clad, for the most part, with a low maintenance material. The
aluminum soffits and fascia are a low-maintenance feature of the exterior of the home. The auto reverse mechanism on the
overhead garage door responded properly to testing. This safety feature should be tested regularly as a door that doesn’t
reverse can injure someone or fall from the ceiling. Refer to the owner’s manual or contact the manufacturer for more
information. The driveway and walkways are in good condition. The garage appears to be fully insulated.
General Comments
The deck needs important work performed in the coming year.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Exterior Walls
 Repair: The wood trim and all exposed wood features with peeling paint, door jambs, etc should be painted to preserve
the building.



Safety Issue: The cover for the dryer vent is somewhat clogged on the exterior and needs be cleaned to ensure proper
function and also reduce the fire hazard of a lint build-up. The flap has deformed and should be replaced to prevent
energy loss and pest entry. This is usually a simple repair.
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Windows and Doors
 Repair: Basement window wells should be improved. The gravel should be 6” below the bottom of the window.
Remove the gravel, then remove 6-8 inches of soil and replace the gravel. Place a cap in the weeping tile (plastic pipe) to
stop gravel from falling into the pipe.
6-8” from window
frame to gravel

Cap needed



Improve: The basement windows do not have a head drip flashing installed. Installation of the flashing may be
somewhat difficult to install but is highly recommended. In the interim, ensure that the parging around the windows is in
good condition and they are kept painted and caulked if there are wood frames.

Garage
 Repair: The overhead garage door requires reinforcement hardware (operator plate) be added where the opener attaches
to the door.
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Safety Issue: The walls, wall penetrations and ceilings of the attached garage should be well sealed where they abut the
interior of a house. All walls must have one layer of gypsum board (drywall) or a material with the appropriate fire
rating and the corners and joints need to be taped and mudded with all openings sealed. This reduces the potential of
toxic automobile gases entering the house and provides fire separation requirements.

Safety Issue: A ‘graspable’ type handrail should be provided for the garage stairs. 2x4 and 2x6 lumber is not
considered graspable.

Lot Drainage
 Repair: The grading should be improved where needed to promote the flow of storm water away from the entire
perimeter of the house and garage including walkways, areas between the houses and under decks. Grading is a regular
maintenance issue and is therefore a very common condition for many houses. It is considered a major concern because
the consequences of not repairing it can lead to basement leakage. Repairs can often be accomplished by the addition or
re-grading of top soil. If there is gravel around areas of the house (or you are planning on putting some down) the
ground under the gravel must also be sloped away from the house. The ground should slope away from the house at a
rate of one inch per foot for at least the first ten feet or as far as possible between houses. At least eight (8) inches of
clearance should be maintained between soil level and the bottom of exterior wall siding. All areas including driveways
should be evaluated. Consider doing a water test. Poor grading is the most common reason for basement leakage.
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Deck
 Repair: The deck, inappropriately, has a double ledgerboard. The problems with placing a second ledgerboard over the
original (often builder supplied) ledgerboard include an inability to properly fasten the boards to the home, and the
original flashing allowing (or even directing) water between the boards where it can quickly lead to rot of these
important structural members. Repair is recommended.



Repair: The ledger board is not secured to the structure of the house properly, lag bolts are missing and need to be
installed as soon as possible.



Repair: The wrong type of fastener was used in the joist hangers for the deck and some are missing. ALL round and
oval holes must be filled with the proper nail. Common screws and nails are not allowed as they have limited shear
strength, they are designed for tension.

10 - 16 D
nails are
needed.
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Repair, Safety Issue: The deck steps area trip hazard. This is a safety concern that should be addressed promptly. The
boards are spanned too far (not properly supported) and there is no stair nosing.



Repair, Safety Issue: The deck stairs are not properly (safely) attached. This is an immediate concern.



Repair: Wood/soil contact at the deck stair stringer should be corrected at next repair/maintenance to prevent premature
rot and deterioration.

Front Steps
 Improve: Access below the front steps was not possible me but it appears there may be for some animal…...
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LIMITATIONS OF EXTERIOR INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 A representative sample of exterior components was inspected rather than every occurrence of components.
 The inspection does not include an assessment of geological, geotechnical, or hydrological conditions, or environmental
hazards.
 Screening, shutters, awnings, or similar seasonal accessories, fences, recreational facilities, outbuildings, seawalls, breakwalls, docks, erosion control and earth stabilization measures are not inspected unless specifically agreed-upon and
documented in this report.
 An evaluation of the driveway, garage pad and walkways is given only as it affects the home. Cracks, settling, spalling
and deteriorated surfaces are usually cosmetic in nature and are outside the scope of a home inspection.
 Storage in the garage restricted the inspection.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Electrical
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL
Size of Electrical Service:
Service Drop:
Service Entrance Conductors:
Combi-Panel & Main Disconnects:
Panel Rating:
In Panel Protection:
Service Grounding:
Distribution Wiring:
Wiring Method:
Switches & Receptacles:
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters:
Smoke & C/O Detectors:

120/240 Volt Main Service - Size: 100 Amps Located in Furnace Room
Underground
Not Visible (Aluminum Presumed)
Main Service Rating 100 Amps Breakers
125 Amps
Breakers AFCI
Copper Ground Rod Connection
Copper
 Non-Metallic Cable "Romex" Armored Cable "BX"
Grounded
Bathroom(s) Exterior Jet Tub
Smoke Detectors - Present , Hardwired C/O Present

ELECTRICAL OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
Generally speaking, the electrical system is in good order. The size of the electrical service is sufficient for typical single
family needs. The electrical panel is well arranged and all fuses/breakers are properly sized unless noted below. The
distribution of electricity within the home appears to be good although this is difficult to establish. All 3-prong outlets that
were tested were appropriately grounded. Ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) devices have been provided in some areas
of the home. These devices are extremely valuable, as they offer an extra level of shock protection. All GFCI’s that were
tested responded properly. Dedicated 220 volt circuits have been provided for all 220 volt appliances within the home. All
visible wiring within the home is copper.
General Comments
Inspection of the electrical system did not reveal the need for improvement.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Service / Entrance
 Repair: The service entrance wires do not have adequate clearance from the ground according to current regulations,
because the deck was built up underneath them. Have a qualified electrician evaluate and make all repairs deemed
necessary. Current regulations are 3.5meters above a walkway. The service wires should also not be within 1 meter of
window or door (unless they are above).
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Switches
 Repair: The furnace power switch should be relocated for better access in case of emergency. The switch should be
within easy reach when leaving the room if the furnace was to malfunction. This is typically done when the basement is
developed.
 Improve: Various light switches throughout the home have visible gaps between the rocker switch and the housing.
Although there may be some circumstances where this is a safety issue, it is primarily a cosmetic concern.

Smoke Detectors
 Safety Issue: The smoke alarms in the home appear to be good. Smoke detectors have a 10 year maximum life span
and must be checked annually. In addition to protecting bedrooms, smoke detectors are recommended on all levels of
the home and where more than one smoke alarm is required in a dwelling, the smoke alarms should be wired so that the
activation of one alarm will cause all alarms within the dwelling to sound. Carbon Monoxide detectors should also be
installed on each level if they are not already, especially if there is a gas appliance (fireplace, furnace, etc) on that level.
Carbon Monoxide detectors have a maximum 7 year life.

LIMITATIONS OF ELECTRICAL INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 Electrical components concealed behind finished surfaces are not inspected.
 Only a representative sampling of outlets and light fixtures were tested.
 Furniture and/or storage restricted access to some electrical components which may not be inspected.
 The inspection does not include remote control devices, alarm systems and components, low voltage wiring, systems,
and components, ancillary wiring, systems, and other components which are not part of the primary electrical power
distribution system.
 Lights which are connected to motion detectors and/or are photo sensitive are not operated or tested.
 The smoke detectors were not checked, it is recommended they be tested.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Heating
DESCRIPTION OF HEATING
Energy Source:
Heating System Type:
Vents, Flues, Chimneys:
Heat Distribution Methods:
Other Components:

Gas
Forced Air Furnace Manufacturer: Lennox BTU’s: 82,000 Yr: 2009
Plastic
Ductwork
Humidifier

HEATING OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
The heating system is in generally good condition. The furnace is estimated to be 09 years old. This is a high efficiency
heating system and should be very economical. It should last an average of 20-25 years. Some units will last longer, and
others can fail prematurely. Adequate heating capacity is provided by the system. The furnaces operating temperature rise
was within the manufacturers recommended specifications at the time of the inspection.
General Comments
The heating system shows no visible evidence of major defects.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Furnace
 Monitor: The furnace operated properly at the time of the inspection. All heating systems require service at least every
two years, now and again annually is recommended. This should be a regular maintenance item to assure safe, reliable
heat, also the warranty of many furnaces require annual service.
 Improve: Duct and furnace cleaning is recommended.



Repair: The humidifier needs cleaning. This needs to be a regular maintenance item. At least annual maintenance is
needed on humidifiers.
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Improve: The humidifier could be relocated to the cold air duct on the furnace. Humidifiers often leak into the furnace
where costly (and hidden) damage can occur. Any new ducting should be a metal type duct.

Combustion / Exhaust
 Repair: The air intake vents for the combustion and make-up air could not be examined due to lack of access this also
means that the screens have not been wiped clean and are clogged on the exterior and need to be cleaned. This is a
simple job of wiping the screens with a wet sponge, now and again every couple years.
Discretionary Improvements
The installation of a “set back” thermostat may help to reduce heating costs. Studies show that a good programmable
thermostat may provide energy savings around 15%-20% of the heating/cooling costs. If you don’t program the thermostat
properly you will forget to change the thermostat settings more times than you think, and you will not be able to set the right
temperatures in crucial times (before you wake up or when out of the home). In other words: programmable thermostats
provide higher energy savings than trying to adjust a non-programmable thermostat by hand.
When developing the basement the supply and return air vents should be extended to floor level, is not critical but it would
substantially improve heat distribution in the basement.

LIMITATIONS OF HEATING INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 The adequacy of heat supply or distribution balance is not inspected.
 The interior of flues or chimneys which are not readily accessible are not inspected.
 The furnace heat exchanger, humidifier, or dehumidifier, and electronic air filters are not inspected.
 Although the heating system was operated, there are significant testing limitations at this time of year.
As prescribed in the Inspection contract, this is a visual inspection only. The inspection of the heating system is general and
not technically exhaustive. A detailed evaluation of the furnace/boiler heat exchanger is beyond the scope of this
inspection as there is limited accessibility, gas lines and other components need to be removed (This needs to be performed
by a licensed gas fitter). While ATCO Gas will come to check furnaces, they only do a visual non-evasive inspection that
is insufficient too properly evaluate the condition of the furnace or boiler. If further evaluation is recommended in this
report, the heat exchanger must be removed for a detailed examination, which can only be performed by a qualified
heating specialist licensed as a gas fitter.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Insulation / Ventilation
DESCRIPTION OF INSULATION / VENTILATION
Attic Insulation:
Exterior Wall Insulation:
Basement Wall Insulation:
Vapor Retarders:
Roof Ventilation:
Exhaust Fan/vent Locations:
Method of Inspection:

R40 Loose Fill Fiberglass - Depth: 12 Inches
Not verified
R12 Fiberglass
Plastic
Roof Vents Soffit Vents
Bathrooms Dryer Kitchen
Entered attic area to view

INSULATION / VENTILATION OBSERVATIONS
General Comments
The insulation levels in the home are acceptable. Any improvement to the insulation levels will reduce energy costs;
however, the potential benefit should we carefully weighed against the cost of improvements. CMHC now recommends
upwards of R50+ for attics in this area.
RECOMMENDATIONS / ENERGY SAVING SUGGESTIONS
Attic / Roof
 Monitor: Monitor the attic periodically in the summer and winter to ensure the ventilation system is functioning
properly.
 Repair: Evidence of condensation and minor mildew/biological growth was observed around the attic hatch entrance.
Replacement of the weather stripping is needed. This is a somewhat common condition that is usually the result of air
leakage from the hatch door into the attic. In the winter months the moist air from the house condenses on the hatch
walls and then melts, over time this cycle can cause mildew and biological growth. This condition usually be cleaned up
easily, using dish soap and water, consult the CMHC or Environment Canada websites for further instructions if desired.
Do not use bleach. I also recommend the space between the attic hatch box and the attic framing be filled with insulation
(preferably spray foam that can act as a vapour barrier as well).

Fill this gap for
insulation and vapour
barrier reasons

Drops on insulation
only found near the
hatch
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Ventilation
 Monitor: At least one of the roof vents are being partially blocked which can prevent proper ventilation and circulation.
This needs to be improved within one year if winter inspections of the attic reveal problems with frost accumulation.
The openings in the sheathing were not cut as large as the vent requires or the vent was installed too far to one side thus
reducing the amount of ventilation possible from each blocked vent. Repair usually involves cutting the sheathing back
from within the attic space.



Monitor: Exhaust vent pipes from the bathroom(s) may need to be properlysealed to the vent flashing at the underside
of the sheathing and thus vented to the building exterior IF frost is noted around the exhaust vents during winter
inspections of the attic (as part of regular home owner maintenance).

Basement
 Improve: The installation of the vapour barrier in (LOC) is incomplete. Although the materials are inexpensive, only a
systematic and diligent installation will ensure warm moist air doesn't penetrate the barrier at leaks/gaps where
condensation could lead to significant mold or rot issues. Instructions such as these can provide more details. The
vapour barrier will need to be removed and replaced with new, probably when the electrical work is being done to finish
the basement.

No vapour
barrier here at
all.

Openings
(from running
of cables?)
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LIMITATIONS OF INSULATION / VENTILATION INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 Insulation/ventilation type and levels in concealed areas are not inspected. Insulation and vapor barriers are not disturbed
and no destructive tests (such as cutting openings in walls to look for insulation) are performed.
 Potentially hazardous materials such as Asbestos and Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation (UFFI) cannot be positively
identified without a detailed inspection and laboratory analysis. This is beyond the scope of the inspection.
 An analysis of indoor air quality is not part of our inspection unless explicitly contracted-for and discussed in this or a
separate report.
 Any estimates of insulation R values or depths are rough average values.
 There is no access to wall cavities.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Plumbing
DESCRIPTION OF PLUMBING
Water Supply Source:
Service Pipe to House:
Main Water Valve Location:
Interior Supply Piping:
Waste System:
Drain, Waste, & Vent Piping:
Water Heater:
Fuel Shut-Off Valves:

Public Water Supply
Plastic
Furnace Room
Plastic
Public Sewer System
Plastic 
Gas Manufacturer: Giant Year: 2009 Capacity: 189 Liter
Gas Main Valve Shut off At MeterFurnace Water Heater Fireplace

PLUMBING OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
The plumbing system is in generally good condition. All of the faucets in the house were tested, unless noted in the section
below they were ok at the time of the inspection. The piping system within the home, for both supply and waste, is a good
quality system. The water pressure supplied to the fixtures is reasonably good. A typical drop in flow was experienced when
two fixtures were operated simultaneously.
General Comments
All bathroom and kitchen fixtures, including toilets, tubs, showers, and sinks are visually inspected. The water is run at each
fixture. A sample of readily visible water supply and drain pipes are inspected. The majority of the water distribution and
drainage piping is concealed and not visible for inspection. Specialists can be hired to further inspect and scan the interior of
drain pipes to confirm their integrity. Normal foot pressure is applied around the base of toilet(s), tub(s), and shower(s) to
check for deteriorated flooring. If you are considering installing a tile shower keep in mind that unless constructed to a very
high standard, site built shower areas of separate tiles are less reliable than factory built units. Site built installations are
susceptible to concealed leakage and significant damage can be present with no visible signs.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Water Heater
 Deferred Cost Item: The water heater worked properly at the time of the inspection. Water heaters have a typical life
expectancy of 9 to 13 years. The existing unit is in this age range. One cannot predict with certainty when replacement
will become necessary. Also consider upgrading to an ‘On Demand’ system when the time comes which will reduce
your heating costs by up to 30%.
Waste / Vent
 Repair: The drain piping for the dishwasher (under the kitchen sink) requires a ‘high loop’ to reduce the possibility of
accidental drainage of the sink into the dishwasher where it could lead to flooding and this can also cause damage to the
pump motor. Repair is usually not expensive.
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Fixtures
 Monitor: The sink was observed to drain slowly, suggesting that an obstruction may exist.



Repair: There is no sealant around the base of the toilets. You need a seal to prevent misdirected urine, condensation, or
spilled water from getting under the toilet. It is also wise to have a bit extra security around the base to help keep the
toilet from moving (particularly on tile floors). When a toilet is installed, it can be very difficult to secure it because if
the bolts are over tightened the bowl or the thin plastic plumbing flange could crack, so applying sealant (preferably not
silicone) is recommended at the front and two sides of the bowl to prevent the unit from slipping from side to side if it is
bumped. Always leave the back open so failures of the seal can more easily be noticed (smell or moisture).



Improve: The jetted tubs discharges are quite uneven. Consult with a the owners manual or jetted tub professional.
Regular maintenance is recommended.

Low flow from
some jets


Improve: An access to the jet tub motor needs to be provided,
it should be accessible without damaging the building structure
or building finish.
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Additional Comments
 Monitor: There is rusting at the strapping holding the water heater’s air intake piping. The area was dry at the time of
the inspection. Continued monitoring is necessary to determine if this is an on-going or already solved problem.
Consider consulting with the present owners.

LIMITATIONS OF PLUMBING INSPECTION


In older neighborhoods we recommend a video inspection of the home’s sewer and drain piping system before the home
purchase conditions are waived.



The presence of a full port backwater valve inside the main building drain pipe downstream of all house drains cannot be
verified during a home inspection and is recommended to minimize or eliminate the risk of damage to the home and
contents during a possible sewer back up. Please consult with the City of Calgary at 3-1-1 or the present owner or
builder if such a valve already exists.

As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions:
 The presence or absence of sufficient clean-outs for cleaning of drain/waste/vent piping/systems was not determined.
 Portions of the plumbing system concealed by finishes and/or storage (below sinks, etc.), below the structure, or beneath
the ground surface are not inspected, limiting the inspection to only a sample of visible plumbing.
 Sewer or storm water back up can happen in any home at any time and cannot be predicted during a home inspection.
Prior back up, if cleaned up properly or hidden, cannot be detected by a home inspector. Consider checking with the
City for possible sewer pipe repair/problem history of the home and area.
 Water quantity and water quality are not tested unless explicitly contracted-for and discussed in this or a separate report.
 Clothes washing machine connections, overflows on sinks, tubs etc are not tested nor is the existence of them verified.
 Shut-off/isolation/safety valves were not operated during the house inspection. These valves are rarely operated by
homeowners and problems such as leaks are common when they are turned on/off during an inspection.
 Any interior, exterior and garage floor drains were not tested for functional drainage.
 Interiors of flues or chimneys which are not readily accessible are not inspected.
 Water conditioning systems, solar water heaters, solar panels, fire and lawn sprinkler systems, and private waste disposal
systems are not inspected unless explicitly contracted-for and discussed in this or a separate report.
 Hose bibs are not tested in the freezing months or if they are shut off.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Interior
DESCRIPTION OF INTERIOR
Wall And Ceiling Materials:
Floor Surfaces:
Window Type(s) & Glazing:
Doors:

Drywall
Carpet Wood Tile Concrete
Sliders Single Hung Double Glazed Fixed 
Wood-Hollow Core

INTERIOR OBSERVATIONS
General Condition of Interior Finishes
On the whole, the interior finishes of the home are in average condition. Typical flaws and normal wear and tear were
observed in some areas.
General Condition of Windows and Doors
The majority of the doors and windows are average quality.
General Condition of Cabinets and Counters
On the whole, the cabinets and counters in the home are in good condition.
General Condition of Floors
The floors of the home are relatively level and in average condition for their age.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Wall / Ceiling Finishes
 Monitor: Typical minor damage to the interior finish was observed in various locations.
Windows and Doors
 Improve: Some of the windows have ‘life-style mold’ on the window sills/frames. This is NOT a major concern.
Controlling indoor humidity levels and keeping the sills clean should help eliminate this condition.
 Monitor: The NW master bedroom window has the remnants of foam weather-stripping located beneath the single hung
window. It should not be necessary to install any additional weather stripping for these types of windows. It appeared to
operate properly during the inspection. Consult with the owner about the purpose of this material.

Stairways
 Safety Issue: For improved safety, it is recommended that guardrails and a graspable hand rail that extends fully from
basement to upstairs be provided for the stairway.
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Basement Leakage
 Monitor: No evidence of moisture penetration was visible in the basement at the time of the inspection. It should be
understood that it is impossible to predict whether moisture penetration will pose a problem in the future. The vast
majority of basement leakage problems are the result of insufficient control of storm water at the surface. The ground
around the house should be sloped to encourage water to flow away from the foundation. Gutters and downspouts
should act to collect roof water and drain the water at least five (5) feet from the foundation or into a functional storm
sewer. Downspouts that are clogged or broken below grade level, or that discharge too close to the foundation are the
most common source of basement leakage. Please refer to the Roofing and Exterior sections of the report for more
information. In the event that basement leakage problems are experienced, lot and roof drainage improvements should
be undertaken as a first step. Please beware of contractors who recommend expensive solutions. Excavation, dampproofing and/or the installation of drainage tiles should be a last resort. In some cases, however, it is necessary. Your
plans for using the basement may also influence the approach taken to curing any dampness that is experienced.
Environmental Issues
 Monitor: Radon gas is a naturally occurring gas that is invisible, odorless and tasteless. A danger exists when the gas
percolates through the ground and enters a tightly enclosed structure (such as a home). Long term exposure to high levels
of radon gas can cause cancer. Remedial measures should be undertaken in a dwelling whenever the average annual
radon concentration exceeds 200 Bq/m³ in the normal occupancy area. A radon evaluation is beyond the scope of this
inspection (unless specifically requested). For more information, consult the Canadian Housing and Mortgage
Corporation for further guidance and a list of testing labs in your area.

LIMITATIONS OF INTERIOR INSPECTION


Install new exterior locks upon taking possession of the home, it may also be possible to get the existing locks rekeyed.



It would be wise to ensure carbon monoxide detectors are present and updated within the home. Carbon monoxide is a
colorless, odorless gas that can result from a faulty fuel burning furnace, range, water heater, space heater or wood stove.
Proper maintenance of these appliances is the best way to reduce the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning. For more
information, consult the Health Canada website- http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewh-semt/air/in/poll/combustion/carboneng.php for further guidance.

As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions
 Furniture, storage, appliances and/or wall hangings are not moved to permit inspection and may block defects.
 Carpeting, window treatments, central vacuum systems, household appliances, recreational facilities, paint, wallpaper,
and other finish treatments are not inspected.
 Signs of lost seals in the thermal pane windows may appear and disappear as temperature and humidity changes. Some
windows with lost seals may not have been evident at the time of inspection. Windows only checked for obvious fogging.
 An inspection of the appliances is outside the scope of this inspection, any comments made are as a courtesy.
 Storage in the basement limited the inspection.



Storage in the cupboards and closets limited the inspection.

Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Appliances
DESCRIPTION OF APPLIANCES
Appliances Tested:
Laundry Facility:

Electric Range Microwave Oven Dishwasher Refrigerator Clothes
Washer Clothes Dryer Kitchen Exhaust Hood Door Bell
240 Volt Circuit for Dryer Dryer Vented to Building Exterior 120 Volt
Circuit for Washer Hot and Cold Water Supply for Washer Waste Standpipe
for Washer

APPLIANCES OBSERVATIONS
Positive Attributes
All appliances that were tested responded satisfactorily.
General Comments
The appliances are showing signs of lack of maintenance/cleaning.
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Dishwasher
 Repair: The door seal of the dishwasher certainly needs cleaning, and should be examined when visible for signs of
deterioration.

Clothes Dryer
 Safety Issue: The plastic or foil exhaust vent material used on the dryer is inappropriate to this application. It needs
immediate examination as it appears there may be a hole in it. All manufacturers state not to use plastic or foil flexible
hose to vent your dryer. In fact, the largest manufacturer of clothes dryers in the world, GE, voids their warranty if their
dryer is vented with this flexible hose.
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Clothes Washer
 Improve: The clothes washer unit has not been properly cleaned/dried after use. This is a typical problem that can
usually be corrected with regular household cleaners. Consult the manual for instructions on cleaning and preventing reoccurrence.

LIMITATIONS OF APPLIANCES INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions
 Thermostats, timers and other specialized features and controls are not tested.
 The temperature calibration, functionality of timers, effectiveness, efficiency and overall performance of appliances is
outside the scope of this inspection.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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Fireplaces / Wood Stoves
DESCRIPTION OF FIREPLACES / WOOD STOVES
Fireplaces:
Vents, Flues, Chimneys:

Gas Zero Clearance
Outside Combustion Air Provided Metal Flue-Insulated Multi-Wall

FIREPLACES / WOOD STOVES OBSERVATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS / OBSERVATIONS
Fireplaces
 Monitor: On the whole, the fireplace and its components are in average condition for their age. Typical minor flaws,
such as smoky glass, were observed in some areas. Beware of cleaning the glass with ammonia based products, vinegar
is a good natural product and if you are unsure of what others that you could use, find a ‘gas fireplace glass cleaner’.
The glass assembly can usually be opened to allow the glass to swing open. Check the instruction manual of your unit
for instructions.

LIMITATIONS OF FIREPLACES / WOOD STOVES INSPECTION
As we have discussed and as described in your inspection contract, this is a visual inspection limited in scope by (but not
restricted to) the following conditions
 The interiors of flues or chimneys are not inspected.
 Firescreens, fireplace doors, appliance gaskets and seals, automatic fuel feed devices, mantles and fireplace surrounds,
combustion make-up air devices, and heat distribution assists (gravity or fan-assisted) are not inspected.
 The inspection does not involve igniting or extinguishing fires nor the determination of draft.
 Fireplace inserts, stoves, or firebox contents are not moved.
Please also refer to the pre-inspection contract for a detailed explanation of the scope of this inspection.
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